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PREFACE
The most compelling witness to the harmonious relations
between science and religion is in the lives of scientists who are
also Christians. The poems in this collection represent a selection
that serve to illustrate aspects of one person’s musings about
his experiences of being both a Christian and a scientist, who
has spent a lifetime in both applied and academic research. They
don’t pretend to be an intellectual apologia.
I have been writing poetry since I was a teenager at school. My
first collection was published by Outposts in 1963. Subsequent
collections have appeared in 1982 (Chester House Publications
– ‘Ronald Lambert’), in 1995 (Rockingham Press), in 2004
(Ronald Lambert Publications) and in 2006 (Ronald Lambert
Publications). Many more poems have been published in magazines
or anthologies.
This collection is mainly hitherto unpublished poems. The
numbers in brackets after the titles of a few poems refer to
the notes at the back that present the details of their previous
publication and some cases their prior first public reading. The
poems are arranged in alphabetical order by title.
The cover photograph shows two scuttle flies with pollen
of Aristolochia flowers (from Banziger, H. & Disney, R. H. L.,
2006. Scuttle flies (Diptera: Phoridae) imprisoned by Aristolochia
baenzigeri (Aristolochiaceae) in Thailand. Mitteilungen der
Schweizerischen Entomologischen Gesellschaft 79: 29-61).
Henry Disney

A CHILD’S DELIGHT (3)
As child I relished nature’s gifts.
When boy I once devoured a book
That Richard Jeffries wrote in praise
Of same. But now I scarce can look
At title page without I want
To squirm. It seems to me he’d claimed
A tot’s beliefs, denying what
All adults know, as he proclaimed
A fairyland’s enticing view
He knew was fancy free and lies.
His gift for words could not conceal
His phoney infantile surprise
At what he’d seen a hundred times
Before. I take for granted sight
That prompted tingling feeling surge
Of pure delight in past. With blight
Of spirit parched, I felt no urge
To stir that dormant sense of joy
That once was milk for nascent soul.
A brochure’s praise just served to cloy
Until a child had paused to drink
A scene in silent gulps of awe.
She turns to say she thinks it’s all
A dream come true. Her words restore
My dormant sense of wonder once
Was part of being true alive:
Before I’d learned of callous facts
By which the warring beasts contrive
To just survive another day.
Her pleasure helps my soul revive.
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AD FINEM AD INFINITUM (1)
When reckless reason rode to hounds
On scent of dogmas dry as dust
It blooded youth with godless lust
For freedom from the faith of old
Unleashing energies sublime.
“Religion’s all a pile of trash.
It’s fed with fears and hollow dreams.
Despite its reams of wordy tomes
It can’t survive the streams of sense.
It won’t proceed from earthy facts.”
It’s thus their guru pours his views,
With reason’s pebble-polished phrase,
With telling samples plucked with care
From diverse books and daily scene.
“But wait,” a softly spoken voice
Replies. “What do you mean ‘it won’t
Proceed from earthy facts’? We start,
In all we seek to understand,
With mind. – (We need a mind to put
The case that mind is not the fact
From which all else must flow!). A cat
Observed is first inferred by mind
From clues retained by neural sieves.”
“If cats, with other earthy facts,
Are first inferred from mental facts
Then what is source of other guests?
My mind is host to many things –
There’s love, there’s sense of right and truth,
There’s sudden insights, purest joys,
There’s hope and reach for lofty dreams.
Do these imply another realm
In which the Word and Love are King?”
“Since Buddha’s bold despatch of God
A thousand lesser souls in vain
Have tried to stop Him creeping back.
Apart from those whose lack of faith
Is like a mirror’s loss of light
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When all is black, they’re not content
To clear the ground. They feel compelled
To build anew. So Shelley tried,
And Russell too, and many men
Of lesser worth. They piled their stones
In ramparts high. All holy trash
And trappings burned to ash on pyre
Of church beyond the walls of New
Jerusalem. Their flag of love
Unfurled above. The children ask
‘What word is this that flutters free
Against the fickle sky?’ The men
Of learning search their tomes all day.
The clowns who govern scratch their heads
And ask commission for its views.”
“The cleansing hose of change has sluiced
Our shippens clean. But time the sheen
Has dulled, while ordered boredom screams
For swifts ascending high aloft
To light, for pastures filled with sun,
For risk of rain, for hail, or snow,
For hope of seeing beauty robed
In truths beyond the whims of men.”
A man of humble birth proclaims
“It’s I who am the Word of Love
And God is gift of love to men.”
The world grimaced and struck his face,
And proudly nailed him to a cross.
But still our hearts are stung with hope
As quietly love infects each soul.
And still commission’s at a loss.
And still we rake the words of men
In vain, and dream of shippen’s shade.
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Ahead we glimpse a winding track
Amid the geometric maze
Of recent trails that slice across
The peneplains of bygone hills.
And yet that path, obscured by drift
Deposits dropped by snow and ice
That froze the souls of modern men,
Persists as intermittent link
To saints of old and light beyond
The edge of bowl in which we move
And build our piles of facts to help
Us peer across our crater’s rim;
While poet steals the wings of bird,
Or else suggests he’s angels heard,
And thus declares himself ‘absurd’.
Today the poet’s voice is faint.
The Eng. Lit. troops have dredged the past,
To free us from the choking form
To plunge us in a pond of doubts.
The image like a cancer spreads
Until all message now is dead;
Or else in jolly jingles jars
On admass cards by mammon’s hacks.
So now a poet’s left to cringe,
Or flee from those who want to know
The meaning hid within his words
That rise within his mind as stabs
Of light that shimmer bright, but fade
Before the thought is clear: or else
Refer the gasping reader back
To half a page of notes that please
The thesis chill, but saps the claim
That poetry speaks to normal folk.
The tool kit spilled upon the floor
Displays a choice not known before.
The rough-hewn planks in racks are stacked.
Their textures taunt the feasting eye.
The grain reveals a patterned song
That strains to be released at once.
But we, bewildered, dither long,
Or whittle wood away until
A heap of shavings masks the floor
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And tells us more than what remains.
We fear that simple truths, that stand
Exposed, arouse suspicions black.
We feel that we must needs conceal
Our joys, our living lights, behind
The guise of worldly-wise; reveal
Our gold as girl who hides her charms
Behind her lovely clothes, that give
A tantalising peep to lure
Us on in hope that’s not fulfilled.
Perhaps it’s always so. Perhaps
We sit beside the sea, with sieve
In hand, to ladle leaking hopes.
Perhaps at death we find the phrase
For what we wish in words to say,
In songs to praise. Till then we bray,
Or stare in silence at the haze.
We seldom speak, we rarely pray,
Until the night has claimed our day.
Across the ocean’s sweep we gaze,
Awaiting light of sun’s first ray.
Our faded dreams defy the reams
Of reasoned prose that others strove
To lay before a world in need.
The wisdom won by many men;
A million words and many more
By those who felt compelled to write;
And yet the mind’s a leaking pan
With little left to prove their point.
Our filtered views a lucky dip.
And less we claim our own, despite
Our constant search for meanings hid
Behind the masks of things and folk.
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It’s taken time to come to terms
With truths revealed by science free.
But now we see our minds are cleansed
From filth of atavistic fears
Which clothed the Gospel’s truth, until
A crust of fiction hid its light.
But now, with Darwin’s help, we see
That Paley’s heartless artisan
Has shared all idols’ fate and lies,
With image of a forceful God,
In fragments littered on the ground.
Our Lord did not the germ evoke.
The deadly sting was not designed
By He who shared with us the pain
Of life on earth, who hung on cross
Of shame. It’s not for us to make
A cosy God whose ‘providence’
Will steer our lives. He beckons us
To go with Him without a map –
Until we’ve done. For now it’s blank.
Immaculate as freshly fallen snow
The paper glares at us, seeming now to fling
A challenge in our face to dare resist
Enticing call to be the first to mar
This glory spread like life anew for those
Who wish that time would run a rounded course,
That past could be erased and used again.
But no! Our marinaded selves are steeped
In joys and sorrows, triumphs, failures, hopes
In shreds, encounters in excess with folk,
With things, events and sheer routine until
The make-believe seems sole relief from time.
But now I find this sheet is fading fast.
A strange and holy glow reveals a form
Emerging slowly from a fog of doubt.
It stands and beckons slowly as he turns.
We follow, free at last from worldly cares.
We wend our way between some columns tall
That seem to rise aloft beyond our ken.
We find ourselves upon a plain that seems
To reach a boundless rim of endless sky.
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And now it seems the ground has given way
To formless space that bears us up beyond
This spinning orb in whirling void of time
And place. And now it seems ourselves dissolve
And light is all and all around, and near
And far, before, behind, and racing rings
Within a vortex, rushing wind, and tongues
Of flame, gleaming glow of diamond sparks,
And colours pulsing from within a point
Of perfect peace and calm that lures us on
At breakneck speed towards a goal that seems
Is cased within a case within a case,
Like some celestial Chinese doll that we
Must take apart to find the secret hid
Within the secret hid within. At last
The centre’s reached and we behold a pool
That like a glass now mirrors us, and He
Who holds our hands. His name is Christ. His face
Is love divine. His crown of thorns adorns
His brow and blood is clotted on his palms.
We turn to tend his wounds but find He’s gone.
Instead there stands an empty cross that seems
To rear above a scene of rolling dice,
Above an endless stream of turning lights,
As God is playing ceaseless games of chance,
As time unfurls its seamless ribbon track,
As planets hatch and die and stars explode,
As speck of earth is born beside a sun
That spins within a minor rash of stars.
But then we see a ceaseless stream of love
Descend upon this tiny spinning grain.
We turn again towards the cross. It seems
Once more we’re on our own as backward now
We fall towards the spinning orb of fire
Whose nights are black, whose winds have struck us chill.
And yet within we feel a warming glow.
And now we know why God allows the snow
To cover all his footsteps here, and why
He leaves the paper blank for us to fill.
And why His perfect spread of white is still
Unspoiled, save by the marks of children’s feet.
Ad finem ad infinitum the call –
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“Except you come as child we will not meet.”
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